
1. Uncover who your team really are 

We have all experienced the joy of
connecting with a colleague on a deeper
level. For many to achieve this remotely has
been a pleasant surprise but very common
when you are connecting with someone in
their home, their abode, their sanctuary. So if
how we work has changed and work and life
are more integrated now than ever before
then we need to know our team beyond just
the CV and onboarding documentation. 

This is the opportunity to really uncover their
personality, motivations, and desires for work
and life. Perhaps it's to move into a new
team, buy a house outside of the city, want to
give back to their local community, upskill in
a new area, get fit.. the list is endless and
might surprise you with its innovation. When
we share who we really are, it's a connection
that is beyond just the workplace and with
over 70% of people reevaluating their jobs
and careers now is the time to start the
discovery phase. 

The well-being of your people is no doubt
a top priority and remote working has
given so many the flexibility to have better
work life harmony. However, the reality for
many has been increased workload, higher
stress levels, and feelings of disconnect.
Experts have now mastered how to
support workers' health and engagement
and it starts with uncovering who your
people are deep down. 

Here are the top 3 secrets to
post-Covid workforce health and
engagement
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2. Provide the tools and pathways to
fulfilment

A happy fulfilled worker is highly productive, tends to
stay longer, and can have a quantifiable positive
impact on the culture and talent attraction. So how
can you transform your teams in a remote and hybrid
model and know deep down each and every person is
fulfilled?  Implementing a work life discovery
programme that provides the tools for each and every
person to uncover who they really are and identify the
elements of work and life that will bring them
happiness can transform your organisation and the
well-being of your teams. Once this part is completed
then opening opportunities for upskilling,
redeployment, and mentoring can create new
pathways to fulfilment. 

3. Create an immersive and organic
environment

Finally what has been lost with offices closing or
partially reopening can be regained in the right
hybrid virtual environment. An immersive
environment for learning, discovery, and connection
with others that does not require scheduling and
siloed meetings but rather ways to organically meet
colleagues and celebrate successes can really
support your team on this new journey in the new
world of work and learning.

Here is a video we recorded from our learning
environment where we get to support others. 

We have shared this information because we
are very passionate about our programme and
how it can transform workers' health and
engagement amidst the pandemic.

For more information and to learn 
 more about Abodoo, kindly go to

 https://www.abodoo.com/enterprise

Book an exploratory
meeting today

Abodoo is a talent mapping, staff learning, and
engagement platform to reduce attrition and
future-proof skills and inclusivity. 

We provide HR interactive technology to
support employee experience, engagement,
hiring,  planning, and management. Our skills
gap analysis data technology provides the
powerful insights so that your learning
programmes can be developed to accurately
meet the future needs of the organisation.


